Micro Report Series Description

**Series Mnemonic**  BAGF

**Series Name**  Banking Aggregated Foreign Data

**Starting and Ending Date**  19591231

**Frequency**  Quarterly

**Reporting Panel**
Not applicable

**Major Changes to Reporting Panel**
Not Applicable

**Data Mode**
Final Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income (CALL) Report each quarter.

**Data Availability**
The data is available within 24 hours of the CALL Report being finalized.

**Series Information**
BAGF represents Bank aggregated financial and statistical data based upon Call for foreign operations data. The data is comprised of State Member, National, Non-member, Cooperative and State Savings Banks by geographical and financial aggregation on a quarterly and year-to-date basis. The data is adjusted for push down accounting related to mergers.

**Confidentiality**
Data are confidential.